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Roller Brake Test Lane
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Combo®

�

Analogue/digital display LD2071

in automotive test equipment!

The LD2071 is an analogue/digital display for roller brake testers and test lanes up to 8 kN. It The Combo® is an effective combination of a roller brake
is designed for operators who prefer a combination of analogue and digital read-out. It contains tester, a weight scale and a high-speed suspension tester
a large concentric 42 cm diameter scale for brake forces.
in one compact chassis. Test brakes and suspension with
one system on less than 2.5 sq. meters. The operator
A large digital display clearly presents all numerical
drives onto the suspension tester plates, tests the front
values of the test lane. It is designed in such a
axle and drives into the rollers. Repeat this for the rear
way that all electronics are inside the read out unit.
axle and the parking brake. Within two minutes testing
Therefore, no separate relay box necessary!
time, the results will be visible on the display. The
Combo® is available in two models; the SR2000 and
Standard features
SR2010.

� Analogue and digital brake force indication.
� Digital brake force difference indication.

�

� Full automatic test sequence.
� Wheel lock indication lamps.
� Rolling resistance and ovality.
� Brake efficiency calculation for
service- and parking brake
(manual weight input or automatic weighing).

The roller brake tester analyses the conditions of the brakes of each individual wheel
on a vehicle for both the service- and the parking brake. Various models are
available: RT2001, RT2002, RT9001, RT9002, RT2002-LP22 and RT900.

67 x 67 x 21 cm

� 4x4 reversible roller kit.

Roller brake testers
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� Digital efficiency results for service- and parking brake.
� Digital sideslip results for front- and rear axle.

RT2

� Digital suspension results for front- and rear axle.
� Memory for storage of test results for front-, rear
and parking brake with indicators.
� Infra red remote control for operation of all functions of the test lane.
� Easy Exit® drive out of rollers.
� Standard wall bracket.

Full test in less than two minutes!
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Suspension testers

The suspension testers ST2001 and ST2001-F have been designed to calculate the minimum
dynamic road adhesion as a figure of the static wheel load taken from the worst possible road
condition. This method makes the test universal and independent of any car, brand and type. The
ST2001 measures Adhesion and Damping. The ST2001-F also measures Phase shift.

�

Also available

Pedal force meter, sideslip meter (wheel alignment), weighing system for brake tester, Easy Exit
lift system for the RT2001/RT2002, RT9001/RT9002, overrun brake simulator.

Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. COMAR is a registered trademark.
Comar LD2071 EN 20200401

a product of Altus-Escon-Company BV

Drachmeweg 26
NL-2153PA Nieuw Vennep
Netherlands

For specifications see www.comar-test.com.

Certified: ISO 9001 & ISO 14001
www.comar-test.com
info@comar-test.com

Tel:
Fax:

+31 (0)88 25 83 700
+31 (0)88 25 83 790
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